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Silvus Releases Dual L/S Band Radios with Interference Avoidance
Los Angeles, California – May 21, 2019
Silvus Technologies announced today that it has released a new variant of its StreamCaster
Enhanced radios covering 1350-1390MHz (L) and 2200-2500MHz (S) bands.
In an era of increased spectrum congestion and Electronic Warfare (EW) threats, the warfighter
needs increased agility to operate across a multitude of frequencies to avoid both friendly and
adversarial interference. The new dual L/S band radios, as well as other dual band StreamCaster
radios, allow the user to change frequencies and bands (on the fly) without need for swapping
hardware. These bands at lower microwave frequencies are of particular value for their ability to
penetrate foliage and other obstacles. Even when one band is completely saturated with
interference, the network can be quickly shifted to an alternate band in a frequency clear of
interference.
Coupled with Silvus’ groundbreaking “MANET Interference Avoidance” (MAN-IA) feature, the
selection of band and frequency can be automated, relieving the warfighter of the burden of
frequency deconfliction. MAN-IA senses interference within the network footprint and
automatically switches the network to a better channel. If MAN-IA detects the onset of
electromagnetic interference in the current channel at any node in the network, MAN-IA will
rapidly switch all radios in the network to a more suitable band/channel. This feature was
designed to allow tactical users to operate through intentional or unintentional interference at
operational tempo.
The new dual L/S band variant is available for both SC4200E (2x2 MIMO) and SC4400E (4x4
MIMO) models, and the MAN-IA feature can be licensed at the time of order or applied
retroactively by loading a software license key. Interested customers can contact Silvus at
info@silvustechnologies.com to request a demo or quote.
About Silvus Technologies
Privately held and headquartered in Los Angeles, Silvus Technologies develops advanced MIMO
technologies that are reshaping broadband wireless connectivity for mission critical
applications. Backed by an unmatched team of PhD scientists and design engineers, its
technologies provide enhanced wireless data throughput, interference mitigation, improved
range, mobility, and robustness to address the growing needs of its government and
commercial customers.
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